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Abstract— This paper presents an intelligent machine which
can automatically convert the captured portrait into a physical
gadget made up of LEGO bricks. On the contrary to synthesising a 2D image or a virtual 3D object, generating physical
3D assembly object needs to take physical properties and
assembly process into consideration, leading to more challenges.
To generate brick models for arbitrary portraits, we formulate
the transformation between the attribute space (extracted from
2D images) and the brick model space as a constraint integer
programming problem which can be solved with a heuristic
search method. Furthermore, as the bricks are physically
scattered, we propose an algorithm to generate corresponding
assembly instructions for customized figure-featured-bricks to
facilitate users’ assembly. Meanwhile, we deploy the proposed
algorithms on an automatic machine which integrates a camera,
a printer, a laptop, and a brick operation unit. Finally, the
generated brick models and assembly instructions are evaluated
by a large number of users. It is worth noting that the whole
system works as an intelligent vending machine, producing a
150-brick-model within 3 minutes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of 3D printing technology,
mass customization, which was one of the forefront innovations in manufacturing, have been gaining popularity even
for daily life. Compared with customizing a single physical
object, to manufacture product-level assemblies is obviously
more challenging, because the transition from user requirements to product design is non-trivial and assembling multiple parts into the final object involves a complex procedure.
Nowadays, consumer products can hardly be customized
because of the relatively high cost of manufacturing nonstandard parts. An alternative way to achieve product-level
customization is to assemble standard parts in diversified
ways. For instance, toy building bricks are seen everywhere
in our daily lives and hence are perfect candidates of standard
parts for product customization.
In particular, figure-featured-bricks, e.g., LEGO BrickHeadz series, are increasingly popular as toys, gifts, decorations and even artworks. Unfortunately, the lack of neither
the design expertise nor the flexible supply chain makes it
still difficult for laymen to customize figure-featured-bricks.
The situation becomes worse when standard bricks are not
self-serving, meaning that we need to produce different customized assembly instructions for each of different designs.
To solve the aforementioned problems, we demonstrate an
intelligent robotic system that enables laymen to customize
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Fig. 1. We develop a fully automatic system that converts a captured portrait
(a) into a brick model that resembles the portrait and can be physically
assembled (b). The generated model is made up with the most common
LEGO bricks (c), such as regular bricks, plates, tiles, slopes, etc.

their own figure-featured-bricks by simply taking a selfie to
be sent to the proposed vending machine.
To bridge the gap between casual user requirements and
their expected professional design, we present an easy-touse system that handles all stages of the figure-featuredbrick customization, from single-portrait input, design generation, human-in-the-loop interaction, to final fabrication.
In our system, experts define templates and basic assembly rules that have physical guarantees. A series of deep
neural networks (DNN) and heuristic search methods are
employed to generate brick model proposals based on a
single photo from causal end users. End users can fine-tune
these design proposals in an interactive interface and the
confirmed brick design can be physically delivered on site.
While our machine is picking selected physical bricks, our
system automatically generate the corresponding assembly
instructions to facilitate user’s assembly. We accomplish the
complete system by contributing the following aspects.
•

•

•
•

An end-to-end framework that supports automatic
figure-featured-bricks customization: from design to
fabrication.
A novel algorithm that generates the brick model for a
given portrait, and furthermore generates the assembly
instruction for a given brick model.
A fine-tune scheme that iteratively improves the automatic design performance on the basis of user feedback.
A series of experiments that verify the design through
fabrication of customized figure-featured-bricks from an
automatic machine.
II. R ELATED W ORK

Design for manufacturability is an important problem in
engineering design [1] [2] [3] [4]. More recently, advances in

manufacturing have garnered a lot of interesting fabricationoriented design systems that bring down the design barrier
for casual users. A wide range of domain specific design
tools have been proposed in previous work, including systems for push toys [5], clothes [6], linkage-based characters
[7], model airplanes [8], robots [9] [10] and carpentry [11].
Specific to the LEGO design and fabrication problem, related
work will be discussed in sequence of system architecture,
brick model and assembly instruction respectively.
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A. System Design
Although there does not exist any exact system which can
convert the captured portrait into a physical gadget made
up of LEGO bricks, some inspirations can still be obtained
from similar works. For example, some work has been done
to generate virtual character from a single image, using a
skinned vertex-based model [12], a silhouette-based model
[13], or a Hierarchical Mesh Deformation (HMD) framework
[14]. Meanwhile, the mechanical system design [15] [16]
of chip mounters demonstrates a high-speed execution of
automatic pick and place tasks for tiny parts.
B. LEGO Design
With a given target shape, Gower et al. [17] firstly formulated the automatic construction of LEGO models using
regular bricks (refer to Fig.1) as a combinatorial optimization
framework to maximize a goodness measure for LEGO
structures. Some follow-up works solve this problem using different methods, include evolutionary algorithms [18],
beam search methods [19], graph-based algorithms [20],
multi-phase approaches [21], and genetic algorithms [22].
Considering more LEGO parts other than regular bricks,
complicated structure brings mechanics, assembly and artistic problems. For example, LEGO assemblies with oriented
thin plates was computed in [23] and silhouette fitting
[24] was used to improve LEGO constructions. Moreover,
stability analysis was solved via a max-flow network [25]
based on a two-phase approach. The order of brick colors
during assemblies was taken care with a comprehensive
method [26] for buildable LEGO structures in larger scales.
The visual quality was optimized in Pixel2Brick [27] which
constructed computed brick sculptures from pixel arts.
C. Instruction Design
The two primary tasks in designing assembly instructions
are planning and presentation [28]. The assembly planning,
which is a classic problem in robotics [29] [30], aims
to choose a sequence of assembly operations that will be
friendly for users to understand and follow. The assembly
presentation, which is essentially a visualization problem
[31] [32], aims to automatically produce diagrams or other
digital contents that are easy for humans to understand. With
the development of new technology, traditional paper-made
instructions evolve to e-versions embedded in Computer
Aided Design (CAD) [33], Virtual Reality (VR) [34], and
Augmented Reality (AR) [35] systems. Specific to the field
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Fig. 2. The overview of system design: external input/output (left) and
internal modules (right) including hardware (green blocks) and software
(orange blocks).

of LEGO instruction design, there exist quite a few interesting attempts: an assembly guide can be generated in real
time with a RGBD camera input [36], a component-driven
instruction can be designed based on a component-based
LEGO sculpture model [37], and an assembly instruction for
multiple robots can be planned to finish collaborative LEGO
construction [38].
III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
Figure 2 illustrates our proposed system framework, which
converts the captured portrait into a physical gadget made up
of LEGO bricks, with the following assumptions.
• The captured portrait covers the frontal full-body.
• The homogeneous bricks (with same shape and same
color) are preset in a dedicated storage bin – the
minimum unit for machine’s loading and unloading.
• The bricks are interspersed and are required to be
manually assembled following the assembly instruction.
• The assembly instruction is e-version and can be accessed by scanning a printed QR code.
In the remaining of this section, we introduce hardware
and stock control modules. We will discuss our method of
brick model generation and instruction generation in Section
IV and Section V, respectively.
A. Hardware
As shown in Fig.3(a), the hardware system is composed of
a RGB camera for capturing portraits, a wireless printer for
printing QR codes (link to the e-version assembly instructions), a laptop for user interaction, and an operation unit
for brick storage and manipulation. The total dimension is
124cm × 84cm × 130cm (laptop excluded). The operation
unit, which is the core module of the hardware system, is
made up of a X-Z table for feeding, a Y-Z table for pushing, a
friction wheel, a multi-layer storage bins, a pneumatic device
with ducts, a servo-driven fence and other mechanisms.

Fig. 3. Instances of hardware: (a) hardware system overview, (b) breakdowns inside the operation unit and a brick’s trajectory (yellow dashed) from the
storage bin to the output box, (c), the instant of the friction wheel touching a black brick, and (d) alternative brick combinations for a 1×4 plate.

Before designing the storage bins, we build a brick library
including 998 colored bricks which are frequently used in
figure-featured-brick design. To adapt bricks of different
heights and widths, we design 8 types of storage bin. Our
operation unit contains 9 layers of 385 storage bins, which
are able to store 6719 bricks at full load and can be easily
extended to cover the entire brick library with more layers
inside the current machine. Furthermore, each layer, which
layouts 29 to 50 storage bins, can be pushed by the Y-Z table
or pulled by a drag spring. In this case, the friction wheel
mounted on the X-Z table can access to every storage bin.
When a specific brick is required, our system will first
push the corresponding layer and move the friction wheel
right on the corresponding storage bin. Then, we adjust the
fence, which is a part of a parallelogram structure driven
by a servo. When the fence is close to pushed storage bins,
pneumatic device can blow bricks toward the friction wheel
side through ducts. When the fence is away from pushed
storage bins as shown in Fig.3(c), the brick is driven by the
rotating friction wheel to the fence, and is next landed on a
slope to the output box following the trajectory in Fig.3(b). In
practice, we know the complete sequence of required bricks
in advance, so the operation unit will execute layer by layer
continuously.

maximizing the stock function F(B) = minb∈B S(b)/C(b)
where b represents the brick element in B.
To quickly find the alternative for a certain brick combination, we can prepare a look-up table among different bricks
in advance. Besides typical alternative relationships between
single big part and several small parts as shown in Fig.3(d),
alternative relationships of non-appearance bricks can come
from different colors. For a specific brick model, do notice
that a brick’s alternative should be double-checked in terms
of structure and assembly using the methods described in
Section IV and Section V.
IV. B RICK M ODEL G ENERATION
Fig.4 shows our 3-step pipeline of the brick model generation module. Firstly, the EfficientNetV2 [39] is used to
convert the input portrait to a 92 × 1 vector in the attribute
space. Secondly, an uncolored brick model is transformed
from the attribute vector by solving a integer programming
under collision and assemblability constraints. Thirdly, the
Attribute-Mask R-CNN [40] is employed to assign colors
for the brick model. Here follows the detailed descriptions.
A. Map Portraits to Attributes

B. Stock Control
For each type of brick b, its stock volume S(b) can be
known from on-board statics and its expected consumption
volume per gadget C(b) can be known from big-data statics.
The stock control module’s task is to maximize the expected
gadget volume that our machine can produce.
Considering the real-time computing requirement, we simplify the task by assuming consumption expectations are
independent among different types of bricks. A two-step
greedy strategy can be applied on a generated brick model.
Firstly, we should select all flexible brick combinations,
which can be equivalently replaced by other bricks. Secondly,
for each flexible brick combination C, we should enumerate
every possible alternative B ∈ A(C) and select the one

Define the attribute vector Va = {Vh ; Vd } where Vh is a
40 × 1 head vector to describe faces, hairs and emotions, Vd
is a 52 × 1 dress vector to describe the dressings, and each
element of Va should be a float number in [0, 1] to represent
the confidence value for the particular attribute. To achieve a
image-to-attribute mapping, we use the EfficientNetV2 as the
backbone and fine-tune the efficientnet-b7 pre-trained model.
Vh can be obtained with a network trained with the Largescale CelebFaces Attributes (CelelbA) [41] Dataset. Vd can
be decomposed into the 2-dimensional category component
and the 50-dimensional attribute component. Two networks
are trained using the DeepFashion: Category and Attribute
Prediction Dataset [42] with all 50 categories and the most
common 50 clothing attributes to generate Vd .

Fig. 4. Overview of our brick model generation pipeline. Given the input portrait (a), we use several deep neural networks to extract the attributes (b)
to describe the human appearance shown in the image. Built on these attributes, we generate the corresponding uncolored brick model (c) by iteratively
searching for brick component with the coordinate descent algorithm. Finally, we assign color to every brick to get the final brick model (d).

B. Transform Attributes into Brick Models
Define the brick vector Vb which is a 20 × 1 vector
to describe brick model options for beards, coiffures, face
shapes, glasses, waists, sleeves, trousers, shoes and other
figure features. Each element in Vb is a positive integer which
stands for an index of preset brick model options. Meanwhile, every brick model option is prepared by professional
designers and is manually labeled with the same attributes
according to the attribute vector. In this case, the essential
problem, searching for the best matching brick model under
collision and assemblablility constraints, turns out to be a
constraint integer programming [43].
Vb∗ = arg min(|Va , L(Vb )|2 |Vb ∈ CB ∩ AB )
Vb

(1)

where L is the mapping function from the brick vector to
the attribute vector with known labels, CB and AB stand for
the brick spaces satisfying collision and assemblability rules
respectively.
To minimize the Euclidean distance in the attribute space
in 1, we apply a coordinate descent algorithm [44]. Based
on the expertise from professional designers, we follow a
heuristic search strategy starting from the head brick model,
following with the upper body brick model, and fitting the
rest brick models lastly.
C. Color Brick Models from Portraits
Define the color vector Vc (b), which is a k × 1 vector
and k varies from different brick model b, to represent color
information. Each element of Vc stands for an index of
discrete brick colors. A two-stage method is used for color
calculation. Firstly, we use the Attribute-Mask R-CNN as the
backbone and the ResNet-101 FPN as the pre-trained model
achieving pixel-level parsing for the portrait. Secondly, we
calculate major colors of k regions of interest. The major
colors come from the color-consistent connected areas with
related semantics.
V. I NSTRUCTION G ENERATION
After generating the brick model, we present our system
to automatically generate the assembly instruction, which

will be used to guide users to assembly the model in an
easy and friendly way. The overall pipeline of our assembly
instruction generation framework is inspired from the method
in [28], where we adopt and integrate their method to fit in
our system.
Below, we firstly introduce our method of modeling the
problem as a discrete optimization and then present our
search-based method to efficiently solve the optimization
problem.
A. Modeling an Assembly Instruction
The major objective of a user-friendly assembly instruction
is to compute an assembly sequence of all brick pieces in
the model as well as grouping them into steps. Based on
this principle, we model the assembly instruction generation
as an optimization, where we aim to find a proper sequence
of all brick pieces in the generated model, as guided by our
objective functions. The objective function mainly stands for
two physical meanings in general: 1) the brick model can be
physically assembled according to our generated assembly
sequence, and 2) we strive for a better assembly experience
for users. Below, we elaborate the requirements from the two
aspects.
a) Modeling Assemblability: Assemblability is a fundamental requirement for an assembly instruction, which
means the users can complete the final brick model according
to the assembly sequence as indicated by the assembly
instruction, without the need to remove assembled bricks
or add additional support. In this work, we model the
fundamental requirements for assembly instruction as hard
constraints, which include two terms. First, the bricks shown
in each step should be able to be snapped with existing bricks
without removing existing bricks. Second, the bricks shown
in each step should be able to connect with existing bricks;
or in other words, do not “float” in the air. We compute
the removal direction of the bricks based on the blocking
relationship as presented in [28], and compute the connection
between bricks based on the proximity of the connection
point of adjacent bricks.
b) Modeling Assembly Experience: Built on the hard
constraints discussed above, we strive to make the instruction

easy to be understood by general users. Here, we consider
the following objectives:
• Firstly, we maximize the visibility of all bricks shown
in each step. Because an assembly instruction can only
present 3D objects in a 2D space, we need to carefully
select the bricks to be assembled in one step, as well
as to select the viewing angle of the camera. In this
work, we measure the visibility of the bricks shown in
one step by minimizing the blocked area of the newlyadded bricks shown on the screen.
• Secondly, we maximize the semantic meaning of the
bricks shown in each step, for example, instead of
adding brick to both head and arms in one step, the
users prefer to assembly arms after completing the head.
We preserve the semantic meaning by leveraging the
semantic grouping information produced in the model
generation procedure, where we minimize the total
number of steps in which the bricks cover more than
one semantic group.
• Thirdly, we improve the consistency between every two
consecutive steps, which facilitate the users to quickly
locate the position to place new bricks. We quantify
the step consistency by computing the distance between
every two consecutive steps and aim the minimize the
total sum of all consecutive steps.
B. Searching for an Assembly Instruction
In our problem modeling as presented in Section V-A, we
are facing a combinatorial optimization problem with hard
constraints and soft objectives, where the decision variables
are the assembly sequence and the viewing angle of the
camera in each step. The solution space of the optimization
grows exponentially with the problem size, yielding an
immense discrete search space.
In this section, We present our method to solve such
a challenging combinatorial problem, where we present a
search procedure that computes the brick steps one by one,
as guided by our objective introduced in Section V-B. The
general pipeline of our method can be viewed as a disassembling procedure, where we iteratively find removable bricks
from the brick model, group bricks as steps until all bricks
are removed. By doing so, the final assembly order can be
obtained by computing the reverse order of the disassembly
order.
Our searching method (Algorithm 1) can be divide into the
following two phases. In the first phase, given the generated
model M with semantic groups G, we compute the assembly
sequence inside each group. For each group, our method
first finds all bricks that can be removed from the group,
denoted by B. All bricks in B must satisfy 1) each brick
can be removed without colliding with other bricks, and 2)
the remaining bricks do not collapse or be separated after
removing the brick. After that, we enumerate all subsets
of bricks in B, and select the subset that maximizes the
soft constraints introduced in Section V-A. We repeat this
process until no brick remains in the group to get the feasible
disassembly sequence for the group. In the second phase,

Algorithm 1 Procedure to Generate Assembly Instruction
Input: M = {G1 , G2 , ..., Gn }
Output: R = [[b1 , b2 , ..bm1 ], [bm1+1 , bm1+2 , ..bm1+m2 ], ...]
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

R = []
while M is not ∅ do
for each group gi in M do
if gi is removable with M and M \ gi is selfconnected then
temp = []
while gi is not ∅ do
B = get all removable bricks(gi )
[B1 , B2 , ..., Bm ] = group bricks(B)
Bbest = group ranking([B1 , B2 , ..., Bm ])
temp.append(Bbest )
gi .pop(Bbest )
end while
R.append(reverse(temp))
M.pop(gi )
break
end if
end for
end while
return reverse(R)

we compute the assembly sequence of all groups. In our
implementation, we treat each group as a large brick and
compute the sequence based on the same procedure as to
compute the sequence for individual bricks. At last, we
compute the viewing angle of the camera for each step,
where we first set four fixed camera viewing angles, and
evaluate which one gives maximum brick visibility.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We set up two separated experiments: (a) a user study
collecting feedbacks from real customers to verify the performance of brick model generation and instruction generation modules, and (b) a system demonstration to show the
capability of converting the captured portrait into a physical
gadget made up of LEGO bricks within 3 minutes.
A. User Study
As designs of brick models and assembly instructions can
hardly be evaluated with an objective function, we provide
brick customization service and collect feedbacks from real
customers to directly verify the performance of brick model
generation and instruction generation modules.
Before launching at various of e-commerce platforms, we
tested our proposed brick customization service with two
key opinion leaders (KOLs) – Sinovation Ventures (a venture
capital company led by Dr. Kai-Fu Lee), and the Fan Club of
Zhan Xiao (a popular actor in China). We obtained positive
feedbacks and understood that textures printed on bricks
would be the finishing touch as shown in Fig.5(a).
To generate labeled data satisfying requirements from
customers, we employed designers to extend our design

Fig. 5. Demonstrations of system performance: (a) the generated brick models with textures for KOLs, (b) a group show of the generated brick models in
the early stage with the human-in-the-loop interface, and (c) the exampled input portraits captured by our proposed machine and the corresponding outputs
– the physical brick models.

library in the early stage. The scale of design library showed
a significant convergence trend when the number of accumulated customers reached 800. After that, we started
to use the combination of AI-designed brick models and
assembly instructions with human-designed textures printed
on bricks. Up to this moment, over 1300 orders have been
made online showing the excellent performance generating
brick models, and Fig.5(b-1) shows a group of generated
brick models. More guidance and information can be found
at https://air.tsinghua.edu.cn/discover.
We have accumulated over 500 customers and there so far
exists no customer complaint about assembly instructions.
We also revisited 50 customers for enquiring assembly experience via follow-up phone callings. No negative comments
came to assembly orders but some suggestions on visualization were adopted in our updated versions. It is worth
mentioning that: a customer was quite surprised that her 50year-old mother could independently follow instructions to
assemble bricks.
B. System Demonstration
We set up a system demonstration of the complete workflow: portrait shooting, user interaction, design generation
and fabrication. For the lack of general stock management
mechanism, the brick stocks are loaded in advance based on
3 selected individuals. Meanwhile, we develop an interface
as shown in Fig.5(b-2) for users to fine-tune generated brick
models using the laptop. The input portraits and output
assembled bricks can be referred to Fig.5(c). The detailed
statistics can be found in TABLE I. It should be noted that the
runtime counts fabrication time only with considerations as
follows: (a) the spent time with human machine interface is
uncontrollable and highly dependent on personal preferences,
and (b) the pre-computing time (including brick model generation, stock control, instruction generation, and machnical
motion planning) is less than 3s on a server with two GeForce
RTX 3090 GPUs and the machine can start operating fixed

bricks (e.g. base and internal structure) which are persistent
among designs during this computation.
TABLE I
S TATISTICS OF S YSTEM D EMONSTRATIONS
Portrait
Girl A (c-1)
Boy B (c-2)
Girl C (c-3)

Brick Number
178
165
147

Assembly Step
83
74
57

Runtime
155s
150s
141s

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
The prototype of an automatic machine is built for converting the captured portrait into a physical gadget made
up of LEGO bricks, with the purpose of enabling laymen
to customize figure bricks at will. The performance of the
brick model generation and instruction generation modules
are evaluated extensively by collecting feedbacks from real
customers. The results show positive comments on both
artistic effect and assembly friendliness from the majority.
Moreover, our system can work efficiently to support an
onsite customization with a live captured portrait within
3 minutes, showing the opportunity to upgrade traditional
make-to-stock production mode to an onsite customization
mode. By simply adding more brick model templates besides
portraits, our proposed system is expected to open new doors
for LEGO retails.
One may notice that our results may partially limited by
the expressiveness of LEGO bricks, strict requirements to
supply chain, and absence of brick texture print process.
Longer studies targeting AI-based brick texture design, datadriven stock re-arrangement need to be conducted to optimize
our system further.
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